Pursuant to Administrative Code Section 27-131, the following equipment or material has been found acceptable for use subject to the terms and conditions contained herein.

**MEA 73-92-E Vol.33**

**Manufacturer:** Air Products and Controls Inc., 1749 East Highwood, Pontiac, MI 48340.

**Trade Name(s):** Air Product and Controls Inc.

**Product:**
- Sequencing Relay Modules: SC-411/C/R, SC-414/C/R

**Pertinent Code Section(s):** Reference Standard RS 17, Subchapter 17.

**Prescribed Test(s):** UL 864.

**Laboratory:** Underwriters Laboratories Inc.


**Description** – Models SC-311/C/R, SC-314/C/R Timing Relay Modules provide programmable timing control. Easily configured (and re-configured) on demand for control input voltage type, timer delay modes, and timing increments.

SC-411/C/R, SC-414/C/R Sequencing Relay Modules provide programmable timed pattern control functionality. The modules are field configurable (and re-configurable) on demand for control input voltage type and contact switching sequence patterns.

**Terms and Conditions:** That the above units are accepted on condition that all uses, configurations, arrangements and functions, applications and installations shall comply with the provisions of New York City Building Code, specifically Subchapter 17 and Reference Standards 17-3 through 17-5. Further, the installation shall be in accordance with the manufacturer’s recommendation and UL Standard.

All shipments and deliveries of such equipment shall be provided with a metal tag suitably placed, certifying that the equipment shipped or delivered is equivalent to that tested and accepted for use, as provided for in Section 27-131 of the Building Code.

Final Acceptance: April 17, 2006

Examined by: [Signature]